Dalton hi – it is possible you were not copied on an email I sent a little earlier to a Professor Emeritus at the University of Western Ontario but I made a point of making sure that you were copied on my last heavily broadcasted communiqué to Adam L. Tucker that touched on the subject of “bar flies”. Click hyperlink below for that email which in time will include both edits as well as additions including photos.


BTW do you think nude photos or semi-nude photos of the most beautiful bodied woman in the world will help you focus more or less on what I write?
I am having difficulty understanding that with everything we have had to say to one other both when we first met and our subsequent dialogues which you know are all well documented and play significant role in why it is that I have such an extraordinary presence on the internet, although I have yet type your name alongside mine when doing a Google Search.

Perhaps, by the time I have finished typing this heavily broadcasted communiqué I might see a good reason for us meeting again, maybe not.

Don’t you just love those people who say they are “non-judgmental” and give the following advice both to themselves and others who ask; and you would know not only from listening to my Royal Mater-Mother's record THE IMPORTANCE OF BEIGN A WOMAN, never to give advice unless asked:
So long as you are happy with yourself all the while every so often doing kind things for strangers, constantly trying to improve yourself, that there are many truths in this world and not only one way to find inner peace whether it is God or Father Christmas or better yet the Dali Lama; again there are many ways to do things just like painting a painting, no one way and just so long as you are in touch with your feelings beginning with telling those who say you are full of shit but use more mindful and less insulting verbiage, you will always respect their opinion even if their opinion is all geared toward you doing things right from the start which means not only listening but being willing to invest the time and money in acquiring the knowledge to do things right which of course for those bought off with Trust-Hush-Funds doesn’t even begin to make sense because they only listen to what they want to hear which is how they can take blackened handed monies from people such as the IT and not have to work for living and just do their thing like travel the world, try live minimally, even spend great amounts of time as well as of course energy talking about stuff like joining the Peace Corp and keep the masses in the Third World believing that there are at least some of US Americans who care about things apart from feeding our out of control military-industrial-complex!

You do remember that I spent the first 21 years of my life living in Africa, specifically South Africa under the brutal South African Apartheid Regime that in return for shipping out to US business interests all of South Africa’s precious mineral resources beginning with gold, received for an uninterrupted period of 45 odd years the military protection of the United States of America as the 3 Branches of the United States Government waged the most distracting wars in south east Asia all under the guise, “In support of our south east Asia policy”.

Don’t you think a better use of your time would be to sit down with your immediate family and get their feedback on these rather important set of facts?

Or are you interested in learning from me the basics of how to appreciate a good oil painting, the so very few that are out there.

First, is it pretty?

Second, could you tell with your naked eye whether the proportions are right?

Third, even if you can’t, is the painting something you can live with, looking at it the rest of your life and each time does it bring, at a minimum, a smile to your face?

Fourth, do you still think that people who just paint with their “feelings” are worth giving more than the time of day?

So have you figured out the importance the 3 Branches of the totally corrupt United States Government place on having US military bases in 130 countries and do you
still think that is enough of a presence to intimidate both Israel and China as well as their trading partners who haven’t forgotten the United States lost the Vietnam War and profiteered greatly from the rise of Nazi Germany that resulted in the decimation of some 55 million human beings including 6 million of my Jewish brothers and sisters?

Can you continue to live with yourself knowing and not doing anything about the fact that 3 years following Nazi Germany “accepting defeat” the United States of America not only placed an embargo on the fledging Jewish State of Israel that included not allowing men of military age to enter Israel which resulted in a whole lot more people than my immediate family’s close friend Boris Senior, a member of the Irgun Jewish Underground and later Deputy Chief of the brutal Israel Air Force declaring that the U.S. Government was no friend of Israel, but that same US Government allowed the 3rd Reich’s Southern Division to take root in South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources and remain there for some 45 odd years?

Do you consider yourself a sane human being?

Are you first and foremost proud of yourself?

Or are you mostly thinking how you can now go about demanding your share of that gold and platinum stolen by US business interests from South Africa as well as the remainder of the countries under our brutal rule?

http://apnews.myway.com/article/20080213/D8UPDU5G0.html

This past Wednesday when my French-Canadian wife and I celebrated her 50th birthday, Marie Dion Gevisser spent a fair amount of time on the phone with her mother Rachel over in Montreal and of course they were talking French, no doubt the most beautiful language especially when you get to hear it spoken by MDG who the best speaking French would all agree including Parisians, speaks the most beautiful French which has a lot to do with why I haven’t dedicated myself over the past 14 or so years we have been together to learn French given how difficult it would be for me who isn’t exactly “bad in the languages” to speak with close to the eloquence let alone the sexiness with which she utters each and every word.

So why now would I bring up to those comfortable such as yourself with the “status quo” the decision taken by Mr. Chavez to suspend the shipment of Venezuelan oil to the criminal enterprise Exxon-Mobil of the USA?


Equally important since time is very much of the essence beginning with the fact that my wife just called out from the bedroom of our stone home here deep inside the Cleveland National Forest with still plenty of snow on the ground, “Ready for breakfast” for me to remind you that you and I have not only already met but we spent “quality time” together where you indicated not only appreciation for my
rather unique “insight and analysis” of the important events of the day but a keenness to get more involved in my undivided focus to expose each and every corruption that crosses my path all the while not losing sight of making my beyond belief sexy F-C wife happy.

I am so tired of this one after the next selective memory which obviously doesn’t bother many as much as me going on and on about my awesome, beyond belief gorgeous most sex pot French-Canadian wife who first married the biggest “fc*k head” Redneck of all time, Dr. John BIG Ben Stewart MD who you will no doubt agree once getting your arms around this significantly worse than Hitler human being that the good and most vengeful Lord deposited on this earth to serve as a beacon of hope for all the rest of the scum who find comfort in Dr. JBS’ continued presence; bearing in mind that there is absolutely no evidence that Hitler or any of his closest aids including Himmler, head of the SS, ever once interfered with the precise sequencing of their offspring, all the while giving their enemies the most extraordinary “heads up”.

You would understand that I am not only intimately familiar with the rise of Nazi Germany thanks to mostly intelligent United States business people who first and foremost excelled in their conniving in getting Rednecks like Dr. JBS MD to do their “dirty work” when raising their offspring to never take responsibility for their poor actions, all the while blaming others for their shortcomings.

Again MDG and I have both reached the half century mark and no doubt the so very old looking Dr. JBS still thinks he is not only a good father but most of all a good “provider” as detailed in the last communications I received from his Cow girlfriend Dawn who most of all acknowledged that she agrees there was nothing wrong in me referring to her slimeball of slimeball boyfriend as The Sperm Donor which of course is the nicest thing one can say about this human being who makes Hitler look like a rather decent human being and certainly someone who I would much prefer to break bread with.

Not to mention The IT who makes all those who usurp their limited authority feel rather good about themselves has yet to marry Dawn despite getting permission from his daughter to tap into her multi-million dollar Trust-Hush-Fund after this slimeball of slimeball approached Danielle during a 10 minute break when she was working at Java Kai, again letting Danielle know that if he married Dawn Castleman, Danielle’s ill-gotten inheritance would be negatively impacted, the IT simply once again wanting to use his offspring to do his “dirty work”.

If you let people treat like an ant you become an ant – Marie Dion Gevisser

Notice how you are not in the least bit distracted by me explaining in that much more detail the genius of God who is one, and my wife, who He-She created, is “2 cute” [sic], agree?

I believe you would agree with Devin Standard that of all the questions I have asked since I began some 9 odd years ago creating the most extraordinary
footprint on the internet, that you should give more than a pause to think about very carefully, the one I put to well educated and fit Peruvian guide Augusto Benito Vargis, may have been the best question I have ever asked.

To repeat:

**Why do you think Mr. Chavez hasn’t simply cut a deal with China to get all of Venezuela’s oil and in return get state of the art technology, a customer whose currency is on the rise and military protection at the same time without worrying that China’s Special Forces Commandos would “turn”?**

Now for the second, bearing in mind that you would be well served to understand the measures that David Ben Gurion took in the summer of 1954 when the top Israeli Military intelligence in charge of a very important covert operation in Egypt “turned” on his Jewish brothers and sisters including all those undercover Israeli intelligence officers who were caught, tortured and hung.

Why do you think China who fuels the world economy and has absolutely no fear of the US military doesn’t simply raise its so undervalued currency and price the US totally out of the oil market bearing in mind, until you get better control of your mind, the very public humiliation the 1.5 odd billion strong Peoples Republic of Communist China dealt the US military on Thanksgiving Day when they refused landing rights to 3 US warships including an aircraft carrier carrying some 8,000 US sailors.

Time to fly.

GG

Ps – Don’t you think it should be “policy” that if anyone has a critique of any sorts they should do so in writing?

---

From: onerhythm@digis.net [mailto:onerhythm@digis.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2008 6:18 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Re: HELP ME WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE - RE: facebook - myspace combine the two = spaceface

Hi Gary

Can we meet for a cup of coffee sometime

Java Kai on Saturday?

Dalton

cell
From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2008 8:25 AM PT  
To: Adam L Tucker  
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Devin Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Joanne Laurier - International Committee of the Fourth International [ICFI]; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman c/o Raz Elmaleh; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Dad; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Simon Wiesenthal Center; Bob Schulz - We The People Foundation - ; Basil Gelpke - co-producer of Crude Awakening; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Oprah; Tefo Mohapi; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefeller - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleeast; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; Mossad; United States Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov  
Subject: HELP ME WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE - RE: facebook - myspace combine the two = spaceface
